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Abstract 
 

Mobile applications and social networks tend to enhance the need for high-quality content 
access. To address the rapid growing demand for data services in mobile networks, it is 
necessary to develop efficient content caching and distribution techniques, aiming at 
significantly reduction of redundant content transmission and thus improve content delivery 
efficiency. In this article, we develop optimal cooperative content cache and distribution 
policy, where a geographical cluster model is designed for content retrieval across the 
collaborative small cell base stations (SBSs) and replacement of cache framework. 
Furthermore, we divide the SBS storage space into two equal parts: the first is local, the other 
is global content cache. We propose an algorithm to minimize the content caching delay, 
transmission cost and backhaul bottleneck at the edge of networks. Simulation results 
indicates that the proposed neighbor SBSs cooperative caching scheme brings a substantial 
improvement regarding content availability and cache storage capacity at the edge of networks 
in comparison with the current conventional cache placement approaches. 
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1. Introduction 

While the field of mobile communication is evolving, significant progress has been 
achieved in this field over the past few years although facing many challenges. A demand for 
high capacity mobile networks is felt because of the rapid growth of mobile data traffic which 
introduces significant concern for the researchers. Global mobile data traffic is expected to 
grow seven-fold from 2016 to 2021. During these years, the mobile data traffic will grow at an 
annual growth rate of 47 percent, which will surpass 49 exabyte’s per month by 2021. In 
addition, the video on demand streaming will generate 78 percent of the mobile data traffic by 
2021 [1]. To deal with such bulk of data traffic in the cellular network, three main factors 
namely: increase in wireless access points, wireless link performance improvements and radio 
spectrum expansion are proposed [2]. To meet the emerging multimedia stringent quality of 
services (QoS) in the future fifth generation (5G) cellular network leads to the introduction of 
a new decentralized architecture, based on the concepts of dense SBSs deployment, like 
Femtocells, Picocells, or Microcells. SBSs are dedicated to deploy low operating costs with 
high QoS [3].  

However, to gain these benefits in 5G cellular networks, we must determine distinct 
technical challenges, especially in the areas of load balancing, data storage, data transference 
and limited backhaul capacity. By integrating offloading techniques and data storage units at 
the edge of the network (mobile devices and base stations), a state of the art cache enables SBS 
architecture has been proposed to overcome the burden and bottleneck on backhaul networks 
[4]. To enhance data capacity at the edge, the content distributed network first introduces 
caching during the off-peak periods resulting in balancing network traffic at strategic nodes. 
However, the number of BSs increases with the explosion of network traffic and backhaul of 
radio access network (RAN), which will also become congested, further motivating the use of 
caching, stores reusable content at the BS. 

Along these lines, through SBSs, users requested contents that are locally sufficient without 
any bottleneck on the backhaul network or by employing the MBSs. The idea of using edge 
caching to support mobile users in a cellular wireless network has been established in [5]. In 
RAN, local caching at the edge of the network has emerged as a promising technique for 
enhancing the QoS of user equipment’s (UEs). Cache capacity of local BS is a new type of 
resource besides time, frequency, and space. Moreover, cache reduces duplicate content 
transmission, in addition, it improves the energy efficiency (EE) and spectrum efficiency (SE).  

To exploit the full advantage of edge caching, sophisticated caching placement strategies 
will be required. That acknowledges the limitation of SBSs storage capacity, user degree of 
attention and popularity of content which varies over time. Additionally, for a mobile network 
operator (MNO), the cache enabled cellular network has also triggered new challenges such as 
what, where and how to cache [6]. The number of hits and size at each SBS is much smaller 
than content delivery network or core network (CN). So, the internet reactive cache design is 
not operative for the caching of SBSs. Designing a proactive caching policy for each SBS 
independently may result in insufficient utilization of caches. One way to address this problem 
is to enable SBS to share the cached contents, that is, cooperative caching. If the requested 
content is not available in the cache of local SBS then retrieval request for contents from 
caches of neighboring cooperative SBSs will be done instead of the content provider. In this 
way, the transmission cost and latency can be reduced and overall cache hit probability will be 
improved. 
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To achieve spectral efficiency gain over the conventional caching scheme, a PHY-caching 
scheme for 5G wireless networks is proposed in [7]. The edge cache content placement, 
delivery and key differences between wireless and wired caching are discussed in [8]. The 
impact of backhaul delays on caching placement for a wireless network is studied in [9] where 
base stations via backhaul links are connected to the central controller.  

Due to the openness of wireless channels, the coverage of SBSs often overlaps. It indicates 
that a user can get contents from multiple caches and hence the equivalent cache size seen 
from the user perspective has increased. Based on this observation, caching policies for 
adjacent SBSs can be jointly optimized to improve cache hit probability without data sharing 
over backhaul links, which is referred to as distributed cooperative caching that will improve 
the utilization of limited resources in 5G networks.  

1.1. Related Work 
Due to proliferation and uncontrolled installation of small cells, several issues occur in 
networks like; wastege of energy resources, and interference which implies that the 
coordination of small cells is needed. Numerous coordination schemes are proposed in 
previous studies both centralized and decentralized, focusing on the formation of clusters for 
interference mitigation, load balancing, knowledge distribution, emergency communication 
links to backhaul and so many others. Small cell cooperation, jointly optimizes the caching 
strategy, distributed caching and PHY layer cooperative transmission are studied in [10]. 
Clustering as an alternative scheme is proposed in [11], which focus on a small cell user 
having different preferences over different content types. Where the interaction of user 
association and caching at the wireless edge are considered. In particular, on the basis of user’s 
content request similarity, they are clustered together in an associated small cell. A 
cluster-centric SCN with the combined design of cooperative caching and coordinated 
multipoint transmission technique is proposed in [12], used to deliver content to the user. A 
performance aware community-based VOD stream over VANETs is studied in [13]. Also, 
social aware mobile multimedia streaming services are discussed in [14] which focuses on 
peer to peer communication for the community. Similarly, the authors in [15] studied a user 
aware edge cache scheme which focus on user interaction on social networks. To achieve the 
spectral and energy efficiency,  reference [16]  proposed an intelligence and collaboration for 
D2D content delivery over ultra-dense networks. In reference [17], the authors proposed an 
energy efficient content delivery system via device to device communication for smart cities, 
where they explore the relationship among the coding, storage, and transmission. Moreover, 
devices used the only local information to make decisions and implement its scheme 
individually.  
  Decentralized distributed cache placement and limited collaboration are proposed in 
reference [18]. Clustering and replication in hierarchical cache network has been studied in 
[19], on the basis of content popularity which consists of both core and edge networks. 
Distributed edge caching and file redundancy ratio that minimizes total transmission cost in 
the system is proposed in [20]. The authors in [21] enlighten video caching policy in RAN and 
have proposed caching policies based on the user preference profile. In [22], the authors have 
developed cache scheme that performs globally in an adaptive way and periodically estimates 
cluster numbers.  

Cooperative caching such as in-network joint routing and caching with the goal of 
minimizing the content access delay were studied in [23]. Reference [24] and [25] focus on the 
joint cache placement and delay minimization, for a given anticipated content demand, it 
determines which content should be placed in each cache, so as to reduce the average content 
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delivery delay for all requests. A joint routing and caching that maximize locally content 
requests by the deployed SBSs were proposed in [26].  

    Various studies about clustering and cooperative caching have been carried out. These 
studies mainly focus on the popularity of the contents within proximity to the users. However, 
most of the existing works assume similar popularity of the content, largest content diversity 
(LDC) of content and user different interest on the content. Furthermore, less attention is given 
to cooperative caching and distributed cache placement within the zone. Regarding the issue 
of redundant content transmission, designing a caching policy is a challenging and a 
well-known NP-hard problem. Motivated by the above issue, we focus on how to organize the 
efficient placement of edge cache in dense networks in which the clustering is performed 
locally to improve QoS and minimize transmission cost. Furthermore, we examine how cache 
placement effects hit ratio and load perceived.  

We introduce a scheme that fully exploits the gain of cache, reduces users perceived 
latency, alleviates the backhaul burden, increases SBS cache capacity at the edge of the 
networks and improves overall networks performance. Zonal based clustering is proposed, 
whereas satisfying users content requirement locally according to the user’s preferences. So, a 
collaborative scheme is developed that brings the popular and local content according to user’s 
demand. The motivation behind such a system is to obtain contents from a cache that is near to 
users; which is likely to experience a shorter delay from one that is farther because a smaller 
number of hops have to be traversed. Caching contents and serving users from neighboring 
base stations alleviate both the traffic load and the latency in the network for the end users. Our 
contribution can be summarized as follows: 

1.2. Contribution 
• Our proposed caching scheme considers the trade-off between the diversity and 

redundancy cache content that minimizes the transmission delay and backhaul 
congestion. Cache replacement strategy has been investigated, that maximizes content 
requests served by the deployment of local SBS. Additionally, a zone-based joint 
clustering and cooperative caching approach are proposed. 

• We intend to incorporate policies among the base station within a region and 
formulate the corresponding optimization problem for devising the globally optimal 
caching policy using SBS cooperation and cache storage space partitioning technique 
based on local and global content popularity distribution. 

• We have evaluated the proposed system model theoretically, systematic simulations 
are carried out to achieve minimum transmission cost, and performance of the 
proposed algorithm. Furthermore, the efficient utilization of available cache resources 
and balancing the distribution of content among SBS at the edge of the network are 
carried out.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents proposed system model 
and problem formulation. Section III presents proposed zone-base and cache placement 
algorithms whereas Section IV shows simulation results and Section V concludes the 
paper. 

2. Model Description and Problem Formulation 

2.1 System Model 
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In this section, we examine the system illustrated in Fig. 1, a zone-based cooperative SBSs has 
been considered. Here we study a wireless network with the single macro base station (MBS) 
and a set of SBSs is denoted by which serves the users 

. Each SBS is equipped with a fixed data storage capacity and has a library 
of  files that is denoted by , . We will use the terms file and content 
interchangeable throughout this paper. Assume that user served by the small base station , 
the SBSs are connected with MBS and neighbor SBS via backhaul (β) and virtual link 
respectively. The content popularity of a particular content can be varied depending upon the 
cell location. So, there is a need to cluster the cells according to their zone. In zone, users 
request a content, each user is served by designated SBS depending upon the content location 
and transmission scheme. Within a cluster, there is a cooperative transmission. Each SBS 
storage space is divided into two parts; the first part is the top popular content and second part 
is on the basis of local user’s requests. In other words, each SBS should serve a group of users 
in the same location according to their requirement with optimizing cache placement strategy. 

2.2 Content Probability Distribution 
In the proposed scenario, content popularity is important. To exploit the full potential of  
wireless edge cache, popularity prediction and user preferences are critical [8]. The popularity of 
content is first zone based and then particular SBS are calculated in proposed scenario. Their 
popularity determines request rates for content at each SBS. We approximate content popularity  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 1.  Illustration of considered network 
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by a Zipf law distribution [27]. In general, due to local user interests, each content popularity 
may differ from place to place, where request pattern aggregates are different across various 
locations, it is captured through a localized request generation model. All over the globe, some 
popular content might only watch in a confined region, authors in [28] investigated the 
geographic popularity of videos around the world which concluded that different contents will 
be requested in different regions. 
   There are various regions and all these regions are characterized by the same value for the 
Zipf distribution exponent which captures the local popularity of content. The popularity of 
content may be different in each location and being assumed that different contents are cached 
in each of the SBS.  
    Assume that ,i fp denotes the popularity of content f at ib , and the files are sorted according 
to popularity, considering the overall network, total popularity for each content denoted as 

,=f i fp p∑ obeys a Zipf distribution, we have 

1

r

f n
r
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kp
k

−

−

=

=

∑
                                                      (1) 

Here, exponent r denotes the rank of popular content and 0r ≥ , characterizing the skewness of 
popularity distribution. The global multimedia platform monitored that caching entity global 
content popularity is not even replicated by the local content popularity [28]. Therefore, for 
proactive cache content placement, caching entities should learn local content popularity. 
Secondly, different users have different content preferences. As a result, the popularity of the 
local content can be changed according to different preferences of mobile users in the vicinity 
of a caching entity. Thus, according to diversity in local user content popularity, the proactive 
cache content placement should be taken into consideration that maximizes the number of 
cache hits. 
 

2.3 Problem Formulation 
The main component of delay is backhaul and wireless transmission delay. Assume that 
content c consists of a file size sf , the user u requests a certain file i.e. c C∈ from the serving 
SBS b . The approximate wireless transmission delay between user and SBS to retrieve the 
requested content is calculated as follows: 

 ,
sb

u c
fd
dl

=                                                        (2) 

dl  is the download link transmission bandwidth from the base station b  for the user u and dl is 
given as; 

, 2 ,(1 )logu
D
ub

l
bdl W + Γ=                                                       (3) 

Where bandwidth allocation to user u is represented by ,wu b . The total bandwidth of the base 

station b  is divided to the number of users’ requests, and ,
Dl
u bΓ  is the downlink signal to 

interference plus noise ratio (SINR). We further define the total service delay to retrieve 
requested content that can be expressed as follows: 
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∈ ∈
∑∑                                                       (4) 

Another component of delay is backhaul delay. The backhaul delay of SBS is related to the 
average link distance, the average traffic load and the number of SBSs are connected to the 
single gateway. It can be modeled to be an exponentially distributed random variable with a 
mean value of CBH [29]. Let variable xf be a binary variable indicating whether file nf is 
cached at SBSb . The backhaul delay is evaluated as 

,(1 ) b
u cxfCBH d= −                                                       (5) 

    Primary ambition is to find an optimal cache strategy that minimizes the total delay. Each 
time when an end user makes a request for a file, the associated SBS can transmit file to the 
user, if file is in its cache. However, if a requested file is not available in the cache of local 
serving SBS, then BS will fetch the file from the content server via backhaul link and transmit 
it to the user. This process will increase the delay to retrieve the content from remote servers. 
To alleviate or minimize this delay, an alternative method is to make a group of SBSs that 
allows SBS to retrieve the file from the cache of neighboring inter-linked SBS in the same 
network domain hence reducing delay and the backhaul conjunction.  
   Many SBSs can cooperate to form a group called coalitions and jointly decide how to 
transmit files to users. SBSs coalitions increase the hit ratio and exploit cache diversification. 
Based on file popularity distribution and caching popularity at each SBS, it is possible to 
determine the probability , ,pu i f that a file f  requested by user u is available at SBS location i  
[30]. On the basis of specific region, a cluster and cooperative cache are made. Suppose Z is a 
vector that can represent the zone, so,  ib Z∈ which is serving the user. Therefore, the total 
delay can be calculated as   

,
b
u cD d CBh= +                                                       (6) 

Let 1xf = indicate that file is stored in the buffer of base station ib  otherwise 0xf = . So, cache 
strategy can be expressed as matrix X consists of variables { }( ),bn ixf f C B∈ ∈ . Cache 
placement can overcome the overall delay of all the users to access the content. 
Let ,f up describe the requested probability for the user ku  to make a request for a file nf  from 

the serving base station ib . The user’s file preferences are normalized such that
1

, 1
nf

f u
f f

p
=

=∑ . BS 

decides how to transmit file based on the caching strategy, i.e. ,
1 1 1

. .X
k n nu b f

f u
u b f

p D
= = =
∑∑∑ . Transmit 

file to the user directly, if the file is cached, otherwise, the connected SBS decided how to 
fulfill the user requested requirement. Generally, the delivery latencies are distinctive for 
different hit scenarios and routing path. The average delay of small cell can be calculated as  

,
1 1 1

1. .
k n nu b f

f u
u b f

Avg D p D
U = = =

= ∑∑∑                                                       (7) 

Thus, the cache delay optimization problem can be formulated as follows. 
min .

b B b Z f C
Avg D

∈ ∈ ∈
∑∑∑                                                       (8) 

    Subject to                                          0 1fp≤ ≤                                                           (8a) 
, ,n k i if C u b Z b B∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ =∀ ∈                                                       (8b) 
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sf C≤∑                                                       (8c) 
 
 Where (8a) is the probability constraint, (8b) is an association of content, SBSs and users, and 
(8c) is the storage limitation at SBSs.  
 Content requested by the users that are not available in the cache of its serving SBS, in 
traditional cellular networks are downloaded from a content provider via the backhaul.  
 Apparently, this operation entails various challenges, such as delay, data rate constraints, 
which are generally processed by some packet gateways whose estimation is difficult, each 
one introducing a transmission delay. Thus, a caching approach which maximizes the hit ratio 
cannot ensure high quality of services delivery and it can compromise the QoS of the uncached 
content request. To address aforementioned dilemma, an alternative is to allow the SBSs to get 
content from the neighbor SBSs which are significantly affected by the backhaul traffic 
congestion. A lot of existing works have been proposed the cooperation among SBSs when 
designing caching policies. In [20], authors investigate the cooperation among caches in the 
RAN and obtain an optimal redundancy ratio of content cached in each base station. A 
collaborative framework within same network domain has studied in [31] which yields a 
significant gain in term of the content availability. Similarly, to decrease the transmission 
delay and improve the content requests served locally a joint routing and caching is proposed 
in  [32]. 
   Furthermore, data storage at edge based on cache policy and file popularity distribution at 
each base station. It is possible to determine the probability of the file f requested by the user at 
a specific location. Moreover, the following factors also affect the performance, therefore, we 
address in our scheme: 

• If user requested file is available at the local cache of SBS , { }i

k

b
i f u ib p f b∈ , the cost to 

acquire f is equal to zero. 
• So, the probability that a user ku requests an un-cached file is if b∉ , consequently in 

that case 1 i

k

b
f f up p= − . 

• There is another situation where we have collaborating cache scenario; the file may 
occur within a cluster in the adjacent SBS. Suppose it is in jb . So, the probability at 

that case can be {i

k

b
f up f ∈ cache ib , f user requested, { , } Zi jb b ∈ cluster}. 

• In this case, file travels one hop. In zone base cluster cache there is the third scenario, 
if user requested content is unavailable in the cluster, then it can be found in MBS, the 
probability distribution of user request file in this case is 1 ji

k k k

bbMB
f u f u f up p p= − − .    

 
 

Delay                  Probability                                                        

,
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 Finally, when the file is unavailable in both designated SBS and cluster, it is retrieved from 
the content provider. The following summary (9-12) respectively expresses the probability 
and latency of a content that is requested by the user, served by the local cache and cooperative 
SBS or unavailable. A file should be obtained from the local cache, neighboring SBS cache, 
MBS cache, or remote server. 
 

2.4 Small Cell Clustering 
Cluster-based on content popularity faces many challenges as the future popularity of content 
cache is not available at the caching decision time. The popularity of content changes with 
time, hence using estimated caching is another challenge. In general, the descriptions are 
already enlightened before. However, we need a specific description of Algorithm 1 in Fig. 2. 
We consider a general network architecture where a set of users are together in the same 
geographical region. It is considered that there is one MBS and a set of the SBS as shown in 
Fig. 3 in each zone. Clustering Algorithm1 describes the proposed clustering method that 
groups the users on the basis of their zone. However, by grouping, more popular content will 
be cached closer to the user. Due to cooperation fewer number of requests being served by the 
MBS and backhaul networks, consequentially minimizing the total service delays.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Algorithm 1. Proposed cluster algorithm 

Begin 
1. Make cluster size 100 ×100 m 
2. Specify the total number of SBSs (n); // n=27 
3. Fix the total rounds (r); //r=3000 
4. e_init(s)=e0; // s=1,2,3 …, n 
Initialization: 
5. do {// r rounds repetition 
6. r=rand [0,1] ;//SBS randomly deployment 
7. XY= [xm/3, ym/3]; // Split X & Y axis in 9 equal parts. 
8. Clusters (Z) = 9; //Z= [Z1:Z9] (cluster/zone) 
9. for i=1: Z 
10.       plot_MBS=((xZj)/2, (yZj)/2); //Plotting main base stations. 
11.    for j=1: j 
12.        MBS is the centralized reference point in each zone &   j=1, 2…9; 
13.           deploy SBS nodes r = fix (0:2); 
14.   end for 
15.        end for 
16. } // one round is completed 
         End 

  Fig. 2. Cluster Algorithm  
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Fig. 3.  Zone base cluster  

2.5 Distributed Cache Placement and Cache Partition 
Our next step is to propose a decentralized caching scheme that reduces the delay incurred to 
deliver the requested file to the user. Here, each SBS is interested in following a caching policy 
that minimizes the service delay for its associated group. The proposed caching scheme is 
decentralized and can perform in each SBS using local caching strategies. In particular, the 
cache replacement policy depends upon the number of hits and content with lower access 
probability should be chosen for replacement. The access probability fp of each content if  is 
initially set to be zero. Using un-coded cache scheme, iT  is set to the content requested time 

and then fp  is updated as content is requested by the host BS. Where cT  is the current time, iT

is the last access time and α  is a constant factor to weight the importance of the most recent 
access. Consider that there is C file library on each SBS, 1 2S {s ,s ,...,s }z= file size and assume 
that all files have the same size. On SBS total cache size can be expressed as M bytes, the files 
storage procedure can continue until the storage capacity of SBSs is exhausted. 
 

z
f C

M S
∈

≤ ∑                                                       (13)   

 
Usually, placement of file is represented by

px so, the size of file is multiplied by
px then total 

cache constraint is given as:  
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To minimize the average download delay within cluster, we assume that it depends on the 
number of the users’ request. The users requested content query latency is given as follows. 
 

( )ji MB

k k k

bb b
u u u

b z b B c C
pf pf pf pfλ

∈ ∈ ∈

+ + +∑∑∑                                                       (15) 

The latency function can be rewritten as;    
 

( (1 ) (1 ( )

(1 (1 ( ))

j ji i i

k k k k k

ji i

k k k

b bb b b
u u u u u

b z b B c C
bb b

u u u

pf pf pf pf pf

pf pf pf

λ
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+ − + − −

+ − − −

∑∑∑
                                                      (16) 

     
In a cluster, base stations are connected to each other so that, they can share their cached files. 
They are also connected to the MBS which is connected to the core network via the backhaul 
link. In proposed distributed cache replacement strategy, each SBS obtains the cache 
information, manages it’s in a distributed way, and no centralized controller is needed for 
caching. The most popular files in the network are cached in SBS and requests of these files 
are directly sent to the user from the cache of each BS. If the user of ib requests for a file which 

is not available in the cache of ib  then SBS ib  requests to the neighbor cooperative SBS jb  and 
then serve to the user. If the requested files are not in a local cluster, then it requests to the 
MBS or fetch from the core network. In this way, it reduces the transmission cost and backhaul 
bottleneck. 
   Caching the popular content at the edge of the network can offload the backhaul traffic and 
increase the internal traffic. The optimal solution is to logically divide the content storage 
space into two equal parts as mentioned in Fig. 4(b), where top files are redundant files and 
other files corresponding to their local base station. In this way, more diverse files are stored at 
the edge of wireless networks and reduces transmission between SBS and backhaul.  
 

i

k

b
z i u

b z b B c C b z b B c C
S b pf pf

∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈

= +∑∑∑ ∑∑∑                                                       (17) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Illustration of cooperative cache 
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 The benefits of cooperative caching can be easily understood from Fig. 4, which improves the 
quality and existence of cache in a specific region. Hence, for content placement, intelligent 
algorithms are required. Caching content placement has many challenges concerning content 
popularity such as determining whether an optimal cache placement primarily depends on 
content popularity distribution or not. When and which content in future will be requested is 
unclear.  
   Algorithm 2 shows the overall delay minimization using cooperative exchange cache 
content technique which will reduce the cost and redundancy of cache at the edge of the 
networks. The above optimum formulation is executed after clustering initiation presented in 
the algorithm 1. The idea is to minimize the delay for cache within the cluster. So, the total 
delay minimization can be expressed as 
 

1
. 0 [1 (1 )] 1 (1 )

[1 (1 )] k (1 )

kbi bj bj

i
uk uk ukk

bj bj bj

iuk uk uk

T D f f f

f f f

p p p

p p p

τ

τ

−

=

= × + − − × + −

− − × + − ×

∑                                              (18) 

 
To simplify this model, we assume that 𝑃 is the probability that a data is cached. The average 
delay can be expressed as, 

1
. 1 (1 p) (1 p)

[1 (1 p) k (1 p)p ]

i
k

i

D avg
τ

τ
=

= − − + −

− − × + − ×

∑                                                 (19) 

This equation is an approximation of .Di avg  since, in practice, probability (p) for the different 
local SBSs may be different. If there is no cooperation in SBSs within the cluster, the average 
delay becomes: 

         
1

. . (1 p)pi
k

D avg cd
τ

τ
=

= − ×∑                                              (20) 

 
Latency is given as follow: 

1

. [1 (1 )] [ q ]
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−

=

= × + − − × + +
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                                   (21) 
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p p p

q q
q

τ

τ

−

=

= × + − − × + + −

− − × + + − ×

∑                                     (22) 

3. Proposed Algorithm and Cache Placement  
In the proposed algorithm, cooperation cache can be expressed as minimizing the delay, 
redundant content, increased storage capabilities at edge and improved the backhaul capacity 
at each SBS. In order to solve the problem presented in (8), we divide the whole 
communication network area into multiple zones (9 zones). Each zone represents a cluster. 
This zonal division helps to manage the network traffic efficiently and reducing the network 
load. The base stations are deployed in such a way that each zone contains three SBSs and one 
MBS. The SBSs communicate with each other and also send and retrieve the information from 
MBS. We propose algorithm 2 which works on behalf of algorithm1. 
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Algorithm 2. Propose cooperation and cache placement 

Notations: 
MB-Macro base station         1 2, ,..., ib b b - SBS 

1,..., ku u - Users             1,..., nf f - Content 
N - library of files                  Z - Cluster                         

zS - Fixed data storage capacity ib connect to jb – neighbor  
1. BEGIN 
2. PHASE I: Cluster Phase (Algorithm 1) 
3. PHASE II: Ranking and cache placement 
4. (z)fp //Calculate the cluster base cache popularity of the content 

5. ,  i

k k

b bj
f u f up p //Calculate the request popularity on cell base. 

6.     if  R( ) 0ku >  
7.            for each ,  ic C b Z∈ ∈   sorted according to pf set, Z iS  
8.      end if 
9.           end for  
10. (c s )Z i i iS b C= + −  //logical division 
11. PHASE III: Cooperative Cache Management 
12.          for uk ib∈  
13.    if file ib←  

14.       else if file ib≠ then jb Z∈  //local cluster finds with in 
cluster/neighbor’s SBS 

15.          else search in MBS 
16.             else from Backhaul 
17.          end if 
18.     end for 
19. PHASE IV: Cache replacement phase 
20.     If nf , fp file is low 


 Recent LLR that has to be evicted form 

cache. 
21.         if  

1

F

z p
f

S x f M
=

>>∑  

22.              if (LLR) 0i

k

b
f f up p p+ − >∑ ∑  

23.      zS =Cache +C-{LLR} 
24.  Update Cache=cache + file newly requested 
25.          end if 
26.        end if 
27.    end if 

Fig. 5.   Delay minimization and cache placement algorithm   
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Algorithm 2 has four main phases, first, to generate a cluster according to the regional basis 
and then to find the probability of content, first globally then locally according to the SBS 
within cluster. The storage space on SBS can be divided logically according to the popularity 
of content as mentioned in the above “distribution cache placement and cache partition” 
section. After that within the region, each SBS sorts its neighbor SBSs, where they establish 
cooperation relation for exchange data via a virtual link. In the cooperative cache management 
phase, a user requests data from serving SBS, if the requested content found then serving SBS 
transfer the requested content directly. Otherwise serving SBS has to request the file to 
neighbor cooperative SBSs within the cluster. If the requested content is not found within a 
zone, then serving SBS retrieves content from MBS or fetches it from the backhaul. After that, 
the cache replacement is performed which depends upon content probability distribution and 
Least Likely Requested (LLR). 
 

Proposition for Algorithm 2. The worst-case performance wz of algorithm 2 with respect 

to the optimal solution *w  of the problem in (8) is such that 
*w wz

z
≤ at each base station 

maximize iteration and can be represented with z in each SBS. 
Proof. Please see Appendix A 
Proposition 2. The complexity of algorithm 2 is a polynomial and scales in order of 

O(z.C.uk) 
Proof. Please see Appendix B 

4. Performance Evaluation and Discussion  
In this section, numerical results of the proposed algorithms are presented. We compare the 
performance of proposed scheme and evaluate it using MATLAB. We compare the 
performance of caching policies, as well as validate the effectiveness of the proposed 
technique with conventional cache strategies. Table 1 shows the parameters used for our 
simulation results. To ensure the simulation, we restrict the total number of content and 
storage space at each SBS, for the content selection following Zipf popularity distribution. 
Users will request contents randomly and popularity of contents first generate globally within 
cluster then according to a specific SBS popularity is generated. 

 
Table 1. Simulation parameters used in numerical results 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Parameters Value 
Number of MBS 01 

Number of SBSs in cluster 03 
System bandwidth 10 MHz 

Zipf’s law exponent  0.8 
Cache size of each MBS 500GB 
Cache size of each SBS 250GB 

Small cell radius 30 
Number of users 20 

Total number of area in a local zone 100x100m 
Content size 1MB 

MBS transmission power 46 dBm 
SBS transmission power 30 dBm 
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   In the proposed scheme, we have considered a region-based clustering. We assume 
three-layer content caches, if the required content directory access by the host SBS, then there 
is zero latency, within a cluster, there is minimum latency and we set to the average latency of 
the user request content. Whereas 0t  denotes the average latency of cooperative cache within 
cluster and 1t denotes the average latency of serving request from MBS. Finally, 2t  represents 
the average latency of fetching contents from the original CDN server, where all contents are 
stored. In simulation, we assume that {20,30,60}t∈ ms depending upon where the content 
exists. We assume that each SBS has 10 MB/s backhaul bandwidth and fixed content storage. 
    In proposed cluster cache, first, we make a cluster on the basis of region. The total cache 
capacity in the cluster is considered as an entity and cache placement is performed in 
distributed ways. We choose a region of 100 x 100m. After that, we divide the whole area into 
two equal parts and find a central point of the cluster that is on (50,50). As mentioned in Fig. 3. 
The zone is divided in such a way that the traffic is efficiently managed. Now dividing the total 
deployment area into equally distributed zones to balance network traffic and reduce traffic 
load. The number of users varies in each cluster in each subdivided zones (clusters). A 
subzone is considered as one cluster. A number of users vary in each zone and content 
popularity also varies in each area. So, in each small subzone, there are social similarities. 
Request rates for content items at each SBS are determined randomly by their popularity. In 
general, the popularity of content is estimated using Zipf law distribution, it varies from place 
to place, and content to content. 
    In each region, specific SBS content ranking of items within the region may be different. 
The proposed scheme will improve the cache size at the edge of wireless networks as the 
storage capacity is limited. Therefore, there is a need for a distributed cache replacement 
policy that minimizes the average transmission delay. We find the popularity of content as 
cluster base and cell base. If the requested content exists in local SBS then latency of access 
the content and delay time also goes to zero. 
    Next, we study the effectiveness of the proposed cache policy improving cache hit rate, 
delay and increase storage capacity. We explore the impact of varying bandwidth between 
cache and average content delivery delay. We compare the proposed cache policy with 
random cache and MPV. In [21] the author investigated the effectiveness of proactive caching 
most popular content(videos) (MPV) policy, which works on the popularity distribution 
nationwide.  
    Fig. 6 shows the performance and gain of various cache policies regarding cache hit ratio 
when comparing the proposed technique with popular cache replacement schemes. It is 
evident that proposed cache scheme is significantly better than conventional cache policies for 
all cache size. Proposed cache scheme gets significant results as compared to other popular 
cache schemes. It is noticed that the proposed cache scheme hit popularity is high due to the 
fact that it is not an efficient approach that places a set of all popular files in all SBSs. In the 
proposed method, the hit probability mainly increases because most popular and different files 
are cached in all SBSs in a cluster within a region. 
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Fig. 6. Hit probability with different cache sizes 

 
Increasing SBS density brings these files closer to the users, hence, improving hit probability. 
Obviously, it is a practical approach that can increase cache size and also system performance. 
In Fig. 7, while comparing with other cache schemes, we can see that the proposed scheme 
performs better than MPV and random cache. MPV works better globally and it cannot 
determine local cache, so its performance is much diverted. For example, when the cache size 
is 250 GB, the proposed cache achieves hit ratio of 0.66 percent while random and MPV 
policies achieves cache hit ratios of 0.5 and 3.5 respectively. When a cache hit ratio decreases, 
the backhaul bandwidth requirement increases. The goal of the proposed scheme is scheduling 
and supporting as much as possible. Collaborating cache at edge minimizes the delay. In the 
proposed scheme, most user requests are served within a local cluster. User requests to be 
connected BS, if the user request is not found, then search within the cluster, then macro and 
finally backhaul. If there is no local cache at the edge, the backhaul bandwidth is needed to 
bring all data from backhaul.  

However, this simple approach would deprive the client of lower initial delay and save the 
backhaul bandwidth. Fig. 7, shows the delay saving ratio in the contents of cache size. As we 
compare with MPV, it demonstrates that proposed algorithm can reduce the backhaul delay 
about 45%. Also proposed algorithm compared with random cache algorithm, the proposed 
algorithm accesses 250 GB data, it save average download time about 10 %. It is clearly 
depicted from the above results that the proposed zone base cluster approach is superior to 
random and MPV.        
We analyze the impact content delivery time and cache size in Fig. 8. In all algorithms, as 
expected increasing cache sizes, reduces transmission delay, all requests are satisfied locally. 
When cache size is 50 GB, then there is up to 44% difference, since later when cache size goes 
up, it can reduce likewise, on cache size 100 GB it goes down up to 20 %. Though the 
randomized strategy is simplest to implement, randomized cache strategy uses the random 
decisions to find the object and replace it. This strategy reduces the complexity of the process 
without sacrificing the quality. Its performance is worst due to its instability.  
   The proposed cache replacement strategy has a greater performance gain when the scale of 
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Fig. 7. Delay saving ratio with different cache sizes 
 

the cellular system is significant. Since the caching information of other BSs are more 
important for efficient caching in that case. From the performance comparison in Fig. 6, 7 and 
8, we can conclude that the proposed caching replacement strategy works much better than the 
conventional strategies, especially in large networks. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 8. Average delivery delay  
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5. Conclusion 
 
Caching at the edge of wireless networks has been widely adopted to reduce the content 
delivery delay, alleviate the backhaul traffic between BSs and core network. This work 
proposes zone based collaborative content cache and novel logical cache partition approach 
which accomplished cache diversity, reduce the content redundancy and transmission cost at 
the edge of cellular networks. We have studied the popularity of content in the network and 
exploits the correlation between user demands. Finally, simulation results show that the 
proposed cooperative caching among neighbor SBSs provides significant gains over the 
non-cooperative scenario, it also overcomes congested backhaul problem and yields a 
significant gain regarding file delivery. The proposed framework is further extended to 
distributed algorithms for content placement and routing among different operators. 

Appendix A 
Let us consider that

iD
 and sw are obtained through our proposed algorithm. According to the 

proposed equation (8), all files nf C∈ and SBS∈Z that shares the required content according to 
popularity and location, so we can 

1)(
n

i
b z b B C

wz
f

cτ
∈ ∈ ∈

= −∑∑ ∑                                                       (23) 

According to xf we have  

                               
1{ ).min(1, )}(

c

i
b z b B fn C fn

wz xfcτ
∈ ∈ ∈

= −∑∑∑ ∑                                                 (24) 

 
Now let user consider that collaboration maximizes the delay saving. We have a logical cache, 
that is, 

g llc pf pf= ∪  according to the user request. To achieve the optimal saving, we use 
*xf  for the file which is in SBS or not for the worst case the cost we need to w z

wz
≤  

Where, | b |z =  which have maximum intercommunication to achieve the files which have not 
in their cache. By 

1 1

1min(1, min(1, ))
N N

x x
x xN
α α

= =

≥∑ ∑ for general representation, we can write 

the above equations as, 
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Since we have *xf  is cache for maximizing the proposed solution, so 
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Combine these we can get the  
*

1

1 { ).min(1, )}(
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i
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Appendix B 
The number of iterations of the algorithm depends upon the collection of SBS, and the 
number of user request, also cache file within each SBS and within the cluster. 
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